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With a persistent inflationary backdrop, pricing power is crucial 
to protect a firm’s margins and returns: this underlines the 
importance of seeking companies with strong pricing power

Key points 

•  Higher and longer lasting inflationary pressures globally are putting downward pressure on the 
margins of companies with weak pricing power 

•  It is unclear how long this higher and stronger inflationary pressure will last, but there is a risk 
of generally stickier inflation 

•  There is a risk that inflation shifts from being frictional to becoming structural, if wage inflation 
picks up

•  Investors need to focus on retaining or gaining exposure to companies with stronger pricing 
power 

•  Companies with stronger pricing power will have more potential to protect margins from 
inflation’s downside pressures

•  Gross margin trends can be a good indication of a company’s pricing power

•  Our long-term unconstrained strategies always focus on companies with strong pricing power. 
They show superior pricing power compared to the broader market, both when assessed 
through our proprietary analytical framework, and when looking through the gross margins lens
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As investors and fundamental analysts, we have always been putting a lot of emphasis on companies that are in a position to have 
strong pricing power, which for most of the past three decades has been related to an environment of low inflation, or constant 
deflationary trends in certain industries. Finding companies with pricing power in that context gives investors the potential to 
find companies that can either grow their margins, or protect them from constant erosion.

Globalisation, faster speed of innovation, and constant competitive pressures have tended to bring an underlying deflationary 
trend to many industries over the past two-three decades, which again led to the importance of pricing power for businesses 
operating on the global scene.

At the same time, pricing power is also important to protect companies from periods of strong inflation, such as the period we 
have been going through since the global pandemic crisis. 
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Longer lasting inflation is putting pressure on company margins

Supply shocks from Covid restrictions, geopolitical instability and wage inflation are leading to persistent inflation – emphasising 
the need for pricing power to protect a company’s profit margins. Inflationary pressures have been very rapid, as can be seen in 
the chart below, and appear to be more prolonged than many market commentators have been predicting. We believe that 
inflation could prove stickier than expectations, and therefore longer lasting still, as a result of ongoing supply chain bottlenecks, 
the trend towards onshoring and near-shoring, and the technological fragmentation brought by geopolitical tensions.
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Competitive dynamics, customer power and a firm’s innovative strengths all impact a company’s pricing power, and in turn its 
ability to grow and protect margins. A systematic risk assessment of these parameters can help investors understand the risks to 
a company pricing power.

Investors need to focus on gross margins to avoid companies with weak pricing power

Companies with stable or rising gross margins show stronger pricing power, than companies where gross margins are eroding.
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Longer lasting inflation is putting pressure on company margins

Inflationary pressure is proving to be stronger and longer lasting than expected, with the dual supply shock of Covid restrictions 
impacting supply chains and production lines, and the Russia/Ukraine conflict leading to tighter energy and commodity markets 
over the past 12 months. Across certain geographies, these also have the potential to turn from frictional to structural – for 
example in the US, where wage inflation has accelerated during the course of the past 12 months, but we are now seeing some 
easing of this trend. This environment highlights the need to have a structured and fundamental approach to analysing a 
company’s pricing power and understanding this at an aggregate portfolio level.

What's driving inflation globally?

USA

Covid

Europe Ukraine Russia

China

Food Energy Wages Supply chain
disruption

Global inflation flashpoints
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These are captured primarily through our ‘Industry’ risk assessments in our proprietary fundamental analysis. We expand on each 
one in turn.

Competition: The more competitive an industry, the more fragmented a segment of the market is, the less pricing 
power a company has in that industry and that segment

New entrant risk: This can indirectly determine pricing power - the lower the barriers to entering a market, the 
easier it for a new entrant to come into a market/segment/industry, and therefore indirectly the more risk there is 
for pricing power to erode over time in that specific market/segment/industry.

Customer power: The stronger the customer power, the less pricing power a company would typically have. This is 
dependent of the size/scale of a company, or the ability for customers to switch supplier of the goods or services, in 
turn impacts the customers bargaining power. 

Supplier power: The more suppliers are consolidated, the more they have power over its clients, and therefore 
corporates facing strong suppliers might not have the same ability to resist price increases, which indirectly can 
impact their own pricing power negatively.

Innovation potential: A company’s ability to constantly innovate, and remain relevant for its customers. By being 
more innovative, a company’s products or services can be seen as superior, and therefore can command a price 
premium versus competing products or services. The ability to be innovative can depend on many aspects, notably 
culture, attitude to be daring, and thinking differently from its competition and taking risks, importantly, it is also 
determined by R&D – being able to channel that R&D rapidly into relevant products/services that reach the market 
in a timely manner.

Disruption risk: If a company is facing a higher rate of disruption, its pricing power is likely to erode rapidly. 
Disruption risk can be challenging to assess. It requires a wide assessment of competitive threats, coming both 
from existing players in a market, but also assessing disruption that could be brought by new entrants, either 
present in an adjacency, or newly created companies that might be unencumbered by legacy, that can therefore be 
nimbler and provide better and more radically different products/services to the market in question. Disruption can 
come from the private equity market, so we systematically assess which companies are backed in size by private 
equities firms, as an early stage assessment of pricing power threat coming from disruption risk.

A company’s industry dynamics are crucial to pricing power

Why is pricing power important to companies? 

• It can protect margins in high inflation environment 

• Provides the ability to grow margins in low inflation environment 

• Can protect returns both in long term deflationary underlying trends, and in a stickier inflation environment 

We believe the six criteria below are crucial in a company’s ability to manage pricing power, and in turn margin pressure. 
These are criteria that directly or indirectly, feed into a company’s ability to have pricing power:

• Competitive intensity, i.e. competition risks

• New entrant risks, i.e. barriers to entry

• Customer power

• Supplier power

• Innovation potential

• Disruption risk.
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Our systematic structured fundamental approach to assessing pricing power for all companies that we research, and that we 
invest in permits us to assess an aggregate pricing power at the portfolio level.
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The range of pricing power for each of the strategies is shown below.  Highlighting that even the strategies with the lowest 
pricing power are still rated at 2.1, which remains strong under our scale of assessment. At the company level, within each of the 
strategies, the range of pricing power is 1-3, which shows that all companies that we are invested in have reasonably strong 
pricing power.
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Readers should note that all of our strategies also have on aggregate a low competition risk (ranging from 1.8-1.9), a low new 
entrant risk (ranging from 1.8-2.0), a low customer power risk (ranging from 1.5-1.8), and a low disruption risk (ranging from 1.9-2.1). 
In aggregate, the strategies also have a low innovation risk (ranging from 1.6-2.0), which illustrates that companies held within the 
strategies we manage tend to have a good degree of innovation, that would typically enable them to remain at the forefront of 
their industries in terms of competitive advantages.

Source: Martin Currie as at 13 June 2023. Representative Global, International, European, US Long-Term Unconstrained accounts shown. 
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Investors need to focus on gross margins to avoid weak pricing power

Key points

• Gross margins movement and stability over time can be an indication of pricing power for corporates 

•  Assessing the variation and trends historically at the portfolio level highlight stability in gross margins for companies within 
our strategies, therefore showing stronger pricing power 

•  In contrast, aggregate gross margin trends of the various geographic markets we assess show a lot more volatility over time, 
and hence significantly less pricing power than the companies in our strategies 

•  Gross margin pressure at the market level is particularly acute in the past 24 months, as inflation trends have been 
accelerating sharply 

We believe the movement and stability of a company’s gross margins over time can be a good reflection of its pricing power. 
Companies with stable gross margins, or rising gross margins, could be taken as having stronger pricing power typically. Stable 
gross margins can indicate that a company is able to maintain margins no matter the inflationary backdrop.  We have assessed 
the current holdings we have over the long term, to assess gross margin stability. The details over the last 15 years are found 
below at the aggregate level. 

At the aggregate portfolio level, gross margins have been trending up over the c.15 years period that we have been assessing 
(from 2007 onwards), from c.54% to almost 58% for the Global strategies, c.46% to c.53% for the International strategies, c.44% 
to c.53% for the European strategies and, 60% to c.62% for the US strategies.

Source: Martin Currie as at 31 May 2023. Representative Global, International, European, US Long-Term Unconstrained accounts shown. 

Over various recessionary years during the period, gross margins have remained fairly stable at the aggregate strategies level. 
They only dipped slightly if at all in 2020 compared to 2019 for the European and US strategies, and being marginally higher for 
the Global and International strategies. Similarly, for the GFC crisis in 2008/09, all of the strategies showed a small dip in gross 
margins, in the range of 110-150bps depending on the strategy, before a very sharp recovery in 2010, to levels significantly higher 
than when compared to 2007, as can be seen on the chart. This highlights the strength of the strategies we manage, and indeed 
of the collection of companies within our strategies, in terms of pricing power, gross margins have remained fairly stable at the 
aggregate strategies level, only dipping slightly if at all in 2020 compared to2019 for the European and US strategies, and being 
marginally higher for the Global and International strategies.
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Gross margins trends for the broader market have been much more volatile over the period shown, and significantly lower to the 
gross margins achieved by our strategies, highlighting in general a lack of pricing power at the aggregate market level for the 
various geographies we show. 

There is lack of pricing power at the market level
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For comparison, at the various market levels, there has not been the same consistency in improvement in gross margins over the 
long term, as can be seen in the chart below, capturing the major US, European, Global and Asian equities indices.
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More recent trends in gross margins capture some of the early impact of the higher inflationary environment that we are going 
through at the moment. This is particularly acute when stripping out the Energy sector, as well as Tech & Telecoms. 

At the MSCI World Index level, gross margins have eroded by 110bps between 2019 and 2022, as inflation has picked up post the 
global pandemic, and as companies have struggled to pass through the higher costs. For the S&P 500, the gross margin over the 
same period has been flat. The gross margin erosion in Europe over the same period has been 210bps both at the MSCI Europe, 
and 250 bps at the MSCI Europe ex-UK levels.

Overall, what these charts highlight is that gross margin pressures have been much less acute for the holdings in our strategies 
than for the broader market over the period of elevated inflation since the global pandemic crisis. At the same time, these charts 
also highlight the lower volatility in gross margins that the holdings in our strategies are emanating, compared to the broader 
market, over the long term. Both of these aspects highlight that, looking through the gross margin lens as a way of assessing 
pricing power, the holdings in our strategies appear to have relatively stronger pricing power than the broader market.

The pedestrian trend in gross margins over the past 15 years in Pan-Europe, Continental Europe and the UK indices is an 
interesting observation, when compared to the improving trend seen at the MSCI World and S&P 500 levels. As shown in the 
chart below stripping out the Technology, Telecoms and Energy sectors from the MSCI World and the S&P 500 however does 
give a similar pedestrian trend in gross margins, when compared to the European indices, when also stripping out Technology, 
Telecoms and Energy sectors. The European indices does not have the same outsized weighting for European Indices as it does 
for the US and World indices.
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This information is issued and approved by Martin Currie 
Investment Management Limited (‘MCIM’), authorised 
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. It does 
not constitute investment advice. Market and currency 
movements may cause the capital value of shares, and the 
income from them, to fall as well as rise and you may get 
back less than you invested. 

The information contained in this document has been 
compiled with considerable care to ensure its accuracy. 
However, no representation or warranty, express or implied, 
is made to its accuracy or completeness. Martin Currie has 
procured any research or analysis contained in this document 
for its own use. It is provided to you only incidentally and any 
opinions expressed are subject to change without notice. 
This document may not be distributed to third parties. It 
is confidential and intended only for the recipient. The 
recipient may not photocopy, transmit or otherwise share this 
document, or any part of it, with any other person without 
the express written permission of Martin Currie Investment 
Management Limited.

This document is intended only for a wholesale, institutional 
or otherwise professional audience. Martin Currie Investment 
Management Limited does not intend for this document to 
be issued to any other audience and it should not be made 
available to any person who does not meet this criteria. 
Martin Currie accepts no responsibility for dissemination 
of this document to a person who does not fit this criteria. 
The document does not form the basis of, nor should it be 
relied upon in connection with, any subsequent contract 
or agreement. It does not constitute, and may not be used 
for the purpose of, an offer or invitation to subscribe for or 
otherwise acquire shares in any of the products mentioned.

Past performance is not a guide to future returns. The 
distribution of specific products is restricted in certain 
jurisdictions, investors should be aware of these restrictions 
before requesting further specific information.

The views expressed are opinions of the portfolio managers 
as of the date of this document and are subject to change 
based on market and other conditions and may differ from 
other portfolio managers or of the firm as a whole. These 
opinions are not intended to be a forecast of future events, 
research, a guarantee of future results or investment advice.

Risk warnings – Investors should also be aware of the 
following risk factors which may be applicable to the 
strategy shown in this document.

•  Investing in foreign markets introduces a risk where 
adverse movements in currency exchange rates could 
result in a decrease in the value of your investment.

•  This strategy may hold a limited number of investments. 
If one of these investments falls in value this can have 
a greater impact on the strategy’s value than if it held a 
larger number of investments.

•  Smaller companies may be riskier and their shares may be 
less liquid than larger companies, meaning that their share 
price may be more volatile.

•  Emerging markets or less developed countries may face 
more political, economic or structural challenges than 
developed countries. Accordingly, investment in emerging 
markets is generally characterised by higher levels of risk 
than investment in fully developed markets.

•  The strategy may invest in derivatives Index futures and 
FX forwards to obtain, increase or reduce exposure to 
underlying assets. The use of derivatives may result in 
greater fluctuations of returns due to the value of the 
derivative not moving in line with the underlying asset. 
Certain types of derivatives can be difficult to purchase or 
sell in certain market conditions.

For wholesale investors in Australia:

Any distribution of this material in Australia is by Martin 
Currie Australia (‘MCA’). Martin Currie Australia is a division 
of Franklin Templeton Australia Limited (FTAL), (ABN 76 004 
835 849). Franklin Templeton Australia Limited is a wholly 
owned subsidiary of Franklin Resources, Inc., and holds an 
Australian Financial Services Licence (AFSL No. 240827) 
issued pursuant to the Corporations Act 2001.

Important information

Martin Currie Investment Management Limited, registered in Scotland (no SC066107)  
Martin Currie Inc, incorporated in New York and having a UK branch registered in Scotland (no SF000300),  
2nd Floor, 5 Morrison Street, Edinburgh EH3 8BH  

Tel: (44) 131 229 5252   Fax: (44) 131 222 2532   www.martincurrie.com 

Both companies are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Martin Currie Inc, 280 Park Avenue New 
York, NY 10017 is also registered with the Securities Exchange Commission. Please note that calls to the above number and 
any other communications may be recorded.
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